
Recent Changes
Scenarios



New user helper
As someone who helps new editors learn, I want to find non-minor, 
damaging edits to articles by good-faith new users, so that I can engage via 
constructive review (and improve retention). 

Acceptance Criteria 

• I can identify edits matching all five parameters (articles, not minor, new 
user, damaging, good faith). 

• Doing so is easy and accomplished without having to hunt and correlate 
hard to read symbols.  

• I experience only a small number of false positives, which would erode my 
faith in the system.















Vandal fighter
As a vandalism fighter who understands the special needs of new users, I want to 
quickly and easily find the most damaging edits by vandals while avoiding good-faith 
newbs, so that I can do my job without causing harm. Once I’ve addressed the most 
high-priority edits, I will turn to less obvious candidates.  

Acceptance Criteria 

• I can rapidly identify criteria that match all three parameters (new user, damaging, 
good faith). 

• Doing so is easy and accomplished without a lot of hunting and correlating of hard 
to read symbols.  

• I want to be able to address the most egregious and obvious damage quickly, with 
very few false positives. After that, I’ll work my way through less obvious 
candidates, and have more tolerance of false positives.















…after reviewing the 
most urgent vandalism…













Other alternatives are possible 
for the Vandal fighter to switch 
the focus from most damaging 
edits to the less obvious ones



Alternative 1. 
Highlight



























Alternative 2.  
Adjust sensitivity













These alternatives increase 
the flexibility at the expense 

of adding new concepts



Welcomer
As a member of the welcoming committee, find new users who have 
made constructive contributions so I can thank them.   

Acceptance Criteria 

• I can identify edits matching all three parameters (new user, 
damaging, good faith). 

• Doing so is easy and accomplished without having to hunt and 
correlate hard to read symbols.  

• I experience only a small number of false positives, which would 
erode my faith in the system.















How to support 
repeated use?



Bookmarking. Users can keep 
the URL with a set of filters to 
get to a specific filtered view



Links from elsewhere. Other 
pages such as the Teahouse can 
include a link to a specific filtered 

view of interest to newcomers



Supporting autocompletion. 
Users can quickly add filters 
by typing part of their name.



Other alternatives are possible 
for the Welcomer to access 

frequently the same set of filters



Alternative 1.
Save filters





Alternative 2.
Surface recent filters








